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GEITERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW THROUGH

NOZZLES AT NEAR CRITICAL SPEEDS+:

By R. “Sauer

SUMMARY

The characteristics of the position ‘andform of
the transition surface Lhrough the critical velocity
are computed for flow through flat and round nozzles
from subsonic to supersonic velocityo corresponding con-
siderat5.onswere carried out for the flow about prOfileS
in the vicinity of sonic velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION

While useful methods of calculation exist for pure
subsonic :.ndfor pure supersonic flows of compressible
gases dii’ficu.lttes‘arise in the mathematical treatment
of mixed flows with subsonic and supersonic ran~es, 3uch
mixed i’lowsexist~ (1.)in the transition from subsonic to
supersonic speeds in Laval nozzl.eb, (2) about profiles
in a flow at high subsonic speed on the appearance of
10CE1 SUp’51’SOTliC ranges, (3) iIIfront of blunt bodies
in a flow at supersonic velocity with a local subsonic
regicn behind the compression shock in the vicinity of
the stagnation point.

The present report takes up the first as the
simplest of the three problems named. ‘ It is a fact tb-at
for this case a rough view of flow conditions suffi-
cient for m-anyproblems cm be obtained by the methods .
of hydraulics, that is, the nozzle is considered a
flow tube and the magnitude of the velocity is considered

*ltAllgemeine Eigenscb.aften der Str6mung durch
~sen in d.erN&Le der kritischen Geschwindigkeit, ll
F131992, Zentrale f& wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
der Luftf’ahrtforschunS des Generalluftzeugnleisters (ZWB)
Berlin - .!idlersbof,Sept. 25,1944.
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constant in every cross-sectional plane. The critical
velocity (flow velocity = sonic velocity] is then reached
exactly in the minixurncross section cf’the Lava-l
nozzle. In the strict two-climens50nal.treatment,
however, a curved line (c”riticalcurve) is obtained for.L.,W3e passage of the velocity through the critical value
in the plsne of the Io.ngitudinal section of the nozzle;
it be~ins at We nozzie WQ1l in front of the minimum
cross sectiop.and cuts the nozzlc axis downstream of
the m:.niwdm cross section. (See fig. 1.)

In various reports, es~ecially those of Th. Neyer (l),
G. J. ‘1’ay].or(2), H. Wrtler (~),and ?&l.Oswatitsch and
H. RothStein (~), expansions in ‘(rowerssries for the
detsrniitation of the critic~l cu>ves c.re:lvenO In
Villatif’ollows, ~j~_n~~~l ~~a~c]~~p,il~,so.n “We position an-d
curvature of the criticei cu~v3 for :ZLiven nozzle are
cj”r:taineclfrom such e-xpansions ~n j~o~jerseries by
breaking off the Sf3i”~b S after the first two terms. The
invcsiigations are concerned with flat and round r-ozzles
and provide sufficiently accur.:teresults for practical-
purposes for no~zle curvatures that are not too sharp.

C012Y’e SpOi13~rig expansions in power series are
applied, in conclusion, to tbc flov~s through flat
nozzles with cuvved axes. In tl-li.sway, information is
ot)tai:]e,d’on the vsriation of the critical curve for
:j.rofi~e~~]-ows with local supersoriicre~io-ns.

Th12nozzle axis is selected as the x-axis and the ,
oriGin of the coordinate system is placed at the point
c)r. y,?< axis at which. Vne Criti.c:lvelocity is first
reached. (See fig. 1..) Jitiithe hypothesis of non-
vertical flow and perfect f’lOi-JC)f’ a perfect gas with
constant specific heats c~? Cv (k = cp/cv) the potential

equation . .

.
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ho~dg . In this :, ; are the x- and y-components of the
flow velocity and ‘e, the local sonic-velo~ity, which

. is related to ii,-V and the critical veloctty a++through

k+l~2 = —2—

CJ =0 characterizes
a= 1 the three-dimensional flow through stream tube& of
of’circular cross section; x, y are cartesi,anfor ~ =..0,
cylindrical coordinates for o = 1.

k-1
( )

~+??- ~ ,fi2 + ~z (2)

the flat or two-dimensional S1OW.

Substitu.tin~ (2) in equation (i) and iiltroducin~
the C!_im.ensi.onlessvelocity components

S.ince the ‘Pre~elltinl-estimation W~S l~inited tc the
vici.~itycf }he crttical curve,

l+U,u=.. TJ=V

(3)

(4)

(5’1
in which u and v
becomes

~re small quantities, and equation ()+)

~ (k ( )1-l)u k-lt12+v2~-=o.
!<+ 1 ‘ >-lc+l Y. .

(6)

——., ,,,,.,,.,- .—-.-., ——— .—. .
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As x+(), y —>0, u, and v approach zero and also
on the basis of (6) bv/by and, conse’quently, the
quotient vjy approach zero, while the velocity
r~.se ?!u/bx alcn.g the axis ought not vmish at the
~rigina Then if the small quantities u, v, hv/hy ,
si’lcv/y are considered linear only, the following
a~~proxirnaterelation is obtained fror, (6)

..- ...-..— -—...—.———— —-———....-.—.-..—.-.--—- -
1

(7)

...-.. .-. ——.— .- —-------- —. ——.——-—. - .—-————— —..

Sir4cethe nozzle flow is sy.mmet~’icalwith respect
to the x-axis, &@y “1CA-s0 :-lvproacheszero for x ---+0,
y.—> (3, Consequently the term-2v dufi~y may be iSnored,
by r.cans of whi.cII (7~ becomes further simplified to

,-—.. .—-—-— -. —-... --——--y- —-.. — . .
I /

(8)

L___.__— — —.- 1

111. FLAT NOZZLES

Xlquaticn (8 ) furnishes gener~.1relations, for 0 = O,
for the flow throu@ flat iloz::les ilithe vicinity of the
critical carve . Like K1* Oswatitsch and We Rothstein (4),
ts.ki, nz into ~cco~~i~t the symmetry around the x-axis,
setting

9 = fo(x) + y2f2(x) +-ybk(x) +.. .

’33.
!

u= +y4fjJx) ...’ (9)ff@ + y2f12(x)
6X

[
V=62= 2yf2(x) + 4y3f, (x) +-.0.

by 4 J

—.——— .--, ,., ,.. .-. , , ,,, . .
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in which the primes si.gnif
6

derivatives with respect
to x, and, obtain from ( ).

(~+~) {f’f* +-ypfl +0..) (ft’
2.

+ J%’1’ +... )
o 2

= Zfz“+ 12y2f4 +... + 20(f2 + 2’y2fh+0.. )

By arranging in order of powers of y and equating
coefficients of the individual power~j to zero this
system of equations is obtained

.4

2(1 + 0) f2 = (k + 1) ffof”o

2(6 + 2u*)f, (= (k + 1) f? f~l + f’!f?
f-l- 02 )Cl 2.

(lo)

. . . . . , , . . . . . ● ● ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ● ✎ ✎ ● ✎ ● ✎ ● ✌ ✎ ✎ ● ● ✎ ✎ ● ✎ ● ✎ ● ✎☛ ✎

throush which the functions f2(x), f (x)... in order~.

f’fo=~o(x) = ax (11)

=k+la2x (k + 1)2 ~~
‘2 2 $- ‘~=T

,... (12(a))

.

*Translator~s note: The number 2 was omitted from the
German report, The correction here changes several
subsequent equations and several values in the table.

—
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follows immediately from (10) with” 0 = O. According
to (9)

.- —— — ——— .-— —... — I

is obtained for the components of tho flow velocity.
Vinedots represent te~’msof hi~her order of y. If’(11)
is taken as the first term of a power series expansion
for Uo(x), fll~e eXPressi~Sfor ‘2 and

‘k
in (12(a))

are also the fii*Stterms of power Sel’iese-~pansions.

From (13 (s.) ) the crj-tical- curve is obtained from the
re(~j. irement ,.,..,. .,.”

(7.+U)2+V2=I

from which in (l~(a)) the parabola

k-tl
x=-— 2

CLy,2
K K (lJ(a))

is obtained, therefore, with u = O as a first
approximation. It CUtS the nozzle s.xis,ncrmal-ly, at
the pcint x = ~ = 0 and its curvature tb.ereis

The vertices
af~jace:ntto
accordinG to

l/’pK =(k+l)a

(lj(a)),

the points, of the
axis, are gi~~en‘~y
lie on the curve

(15(s))

streamlines,
v = O and,

(16(Q))

Consider_!..ng,now, the streamlines at a Liven vertex
distance YS (fig. 1) from the nozzle wall, then

,
(1?(a))
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is the distance from the center point of the narrowest
cross section downstream to the intersact~io”n point of
the nozzle axis and the critical curve.

The junction point of the critical curve with the
nozzle wall is upstream and is obtained, as a first
approxi.m.ationfrom (14.(a))with yI<= yS, which yields

( )n=-xK-x~ =

for the distance T~ from
narrowest cross section.

k+ Eyf = 2C
(18(a))

the junction point to the

Finally the calculation of the ourvature at the vertex
of ~he nozzle wa].1 is to be made, In movfn~ outward
from the vertex to the wall by an element of
cu~v~ !3s= dx, the tan~ent turns tliroughthe angle

Therefore the curvature.at the vertex is

~ d~ l’-
‘a3” ——

P~ l+U%

and bakin~ in~o account (l~(a)) and

l/p3 = (k + 1) a2yS =

Up to now the ~;elocitydistribution

(15(a))

l/~l,@~ (lg(a))

l-h(x) had been
considered as Civen by equation (11) afidthe nozzle
walls computed for its Practically, fih~reverse iS
the problem, namely to ascertain fOr a particular
nozzle, that is for assigned values of yS, ps, the
flow in the narrowest cross section, therefore the

!,

~.n ,...-, .,- ,.,,,,-—...,..-,.....-



values a, c,, 11, and p s On the basis of the equations
that have preceded it !fs possible to write down the
solution to the problem, immediately, namely

.>. ---

. .

-.——.

‘ PSYS

V

‘,
PK = m

I 1 ..

Y~
n =2c=—

3 i

(k+ 1)~

%,

(20(a))

If the flow is in tinepositive direction of the x-axis~
as in fi~ure 1, then the subsonic region is to the left
and the supersonic region to the ri.@.t and,accord-
ingly, a> O.

In practice it is recommended that all distances be
expressed, dimensionless, in terms of Y~ > and

accordingly set Y~ = 1 throughout (20(i)).

IV. ROUND NOZZLES.

Corresponding relations for round nozzles come
from (9) and (10) with u = 1. Retaining (11) for
the velocity distribution Uo(x) along the nozzle

axis, the following relations are obtained in place
of (12(a)) thrrough (20(a)):

f2 = ‘+2x’
(k + 1)2 “’

f’4=~’3- (12(b))

.- —
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I -- ‘–”—-–———-- ‘-”--’
.. —..—. —---. — —

!

u= ax +- k+~ cL’2y~ +-.0.

!.. _—. —_.—___ ———- —--- ——. — . .

1 <+1
XK=” -— (pr 2

4 ~K

lk+”la.-= —-
P2y&

‘s = . !+. Q&

+ ● *9

I

9

(14(b))

(lj(b))

1

r
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—— ——. ——..—— —-.. - ——-.——
~

[–—-——-
2’

I
a=

pi k -!- l)p,y
I

! Isis i
i

I
—. . 1

[ 2P~Y~I
I II i0 =,./ ‘1ITT-I \ (2c(b))I AL

I __________________ ———-———- -—.—— --;

\
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and in place of the first eqtiations of’ (20(a))
~.~d(20(b))

- ——...-—

/“p-k
— . .

‘1
a I/‘Tz S!J

(21(a)) .

(21(B))

The comparison of (20(a),25(b)) and (21(a),21(’o))shows
that the velocity increase a ir.tfi.eflow-tube approxi-
mation for both I’latand. round nozzles i.stoo large ‘oy— —-
a factor

i

k-t-l
—$ that 1s Tor k = l.!~.,‘-) about 10 percent,

The values f;r the flow-tube aplu’oxiiw.tion~.readded
to the table, pcce 18, in square brackets.

VI. I’LO;JABOUT PROFIiIES

%hroug’hsimilar power-series expansions the f’low
past A profile in the vicinity of’transit ‘&nvx@ tthe
critical velocity can be Cli.scussed.oI: a stresxd-fne
atijacent to the profile is tl-,oughbof a rigid wall,
the I’lowmay also bs explained as flow thron;<na
nozzle with a curved axis . ;!lleoriCin of the coordinate
systen is located at that po~.i-.tiof the profile at
which the cr~tical. v~locity is ju~t reached, the
x-axis downstream: on the ~vofile tangent and the y-axis
normal to the profile, ouiward, (See fig. 3.)

Since the flow i.sno longer symm~trical to the x-axis,
instead of (8) the rather complicated equation (7)
which must be specified witih 0=0, bj~all.Yleans$ is

~a]<en ,gS a basis and in placfiof ‘(9)

->

I

f
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BycputtinC (22) in (7)

13

((~<.+.1) f’r )(() + Yfy... f’!!+ yf” -f-..*)(= ‘m + 6yf +.**
o 1“ ‘2 3 )

-( 2f1

and by comparing

% “

)(
.+J+yf2+... ff + 2yff -l-*..
1 2 )

coefficients

Limilar to (11) set

“o = ax, f’1 = -~x

/

(k+-1-—
‘2’ 2 )

/?+p2x
.

( 2!.:)

and .tl’Om(22)
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,.

‘( k+l
=ax - py +-,2 )(F +- (32 y2+. .0u

——

h
Iiere a si~ni.fies the velocity increase ~r alona the profile

u.7-

on transit tlwough the critical velocity; it is tb-erefore
positive at the starting ~oin.t ~ and negative at the
terminal point B (fig. j+)of a local supersonic re~ior..

The profile curvature is ~iven with ~ > 0 at the
point A or B as

For the slore of the critical curve ‘._{ithrespect to
the profile tanCent with

(1+- U)2+V2=2U=0

from (25) the relation

- ._,_______

I
——-—.--—...—- .— ,-.

!

I -—-—.._ —.. ..— --- - --

j.s obtained.

-.

(27)

%ranslator?s Note: This 2 was omitted through
error in the original German report. The correction
applied here changes values of the constant in the
succeeding equations and some values in the table.

.
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r-

.

For the elope of the streamline at a disl;ance y.,
from tineprot’i.le a,

.

is obtained-and talking (26) into e,onsideration

-—.. —— .——— ———-.-—-—.-—---- -—-..—----- -.,

I
..

~1 =—
% f’p

+ + 1) a2+- -4JY$

1pp.‘
L (23)

1 ————.—-

~ositi;fiand curvs.tareof the crlt~cal ;urve for
~i-msition through the critical veloctty in the
neighborhood of the narrowest cross s@ction of flat
and round Laval nozzles. Tn comparison with

, ... ... .... .
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nozzle flows calculated by Kl~ Oswatitsch and.
W. Rothstein (4.) t?,eyshowed satisfactory afireementa
In addition, corresponding approximation formulas were

)

deduced for the .fl.ow at profilc~ vith local super-
sonic regions. .

,,

Translated by Dave Feingoid
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics
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COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATION FORMTLA2
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(20(a)) AND (2CI(11))

––-l-----T--;f,,‘ - ‘,

, T
——...

I .- =
,1 ).2 L’ 5

lof3~,1~ ., ., ,“

~“—-—-— t-
1—.. —. .—.--, _.- —____ —-..——

I {.).20 ((3.20)

rc!.mli-.;, ,

~ flat I C.08 (0.08)

C round 0.09 (0.10)

~ flat I
i

0.1.6 (0016)

‘ -0,hj]

—— — -——-— .

0.?-2(0.12)

0.12 (0.1]+)
..—. —.

(3,25(Oe2~j

0.12 (0.12)

---------- ——

“r
....

(’q
--

—. .-— .— —— ——

———. -——----- -——

The unbracketed numbers ‘have been computed with approxi-
mation formul~s (20(::)) and (ZCI(’o)), Lk numbers in
curved brackets tuken from i’i~ure:7 anti10 of t’he,
paper by U. Oswatitsch and /’1,}btkwt(;in (~~). TkLe
square bracket:,d num-~crs are from fo>mulas (21(a))
and (21(b)) for the flow-tube approx.imdt,ion.

.

—.—— -— .—l-l III I m, , ,, ,, ,., , -,,,,,,, —1—,,,,,,., ,,.,, ,.-. ,,,.,,, , , ,,,,
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Figure1. Illustrationof terms.

—.—.—.—. -

———— flatnozzle
1

--------roundnozzle

Figure2. Comparisonof a flatand a roundnozzle.~
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2A,
I

jS

-. —.—.——.—_-_,* .——.—..-—,
●—”-”—”+ x

.— critical curve

f’s

Figure 3. Profileflowat transitthroughthe criticalvelocity.

Figure 4. Profile with superson~c region.


